


IM SRI 

Welcome to Polymer JS Meetup ! 
 



FRONT-END DEVELOPMENT 

Paradox of choice 
•  Web developers are suffering from phenomenon called Paradox of Choice 
•  Unsure if your choice is right. 

•  Psychologist Barry Schwartz covers this phenomenon topic well in his book The 
Paradox of Choice, where he argued that by eliminating too much choice, you can 
reduce the amount of anxiety felt by shoppers. 



COMPARE 

Trends 



WEB COMPONENTS 

What are Web components 
• Reusable widgets 
• Eg: <awesome-alert></awesome-alert> 
 



<awesome-alert></awesome-alert> 
=====> 

<awesome-alert> 
 <h1>Im the awesome alert</h1> 

</awesome-alert> 
 
Wait, what’s so exciting about it? 
 
 



WEB COMPONENTS 

 
•  Web components are Framework independent 

•  Truly scoped:  
•  One of the most important aspect of element is its encapsulation and closure. 
•  Currently, CSS scoping is not perfect (Numerous libraries trying to style the same 

element) 
•  In JS too, lot of these global objects and closures are sometimes overlapped 

trying to gain control of areas that are not truly scoped.  



EXISTING APPROACH 

 
Eg: 
<x-fade> 
  <img src="cool.png"> 
</x-fade> 
 
CSS: x-fade > img {border: 1px solid black} 
 
Lets add a fade plugin: 
JS: $('x-fade').makeFade(); 

Results in pollution: 
<x-fade> 
  <div> 
    <img src="cool.png"> 
  </div> 
  <canvas></canvas> 
</x-fade> 

 



ISSUES: 

•  Details of the implementation are leaking. 

•  Queries over the document now include the <canvas> and the <div>. 

•  The new nodes may be affected by stylesheets, because the document author 
wasn’t expecting them. 

•  The <img> node may lose styling, because it’s in a different part of the DOM tree 
now. 

•  Can the developer add a new <img> or replace the old one? How can she do that, 
if the node is not where she left it? 



WELCOME TO SHADOW DOM. YAY!!!! 
Creating component using Shadow DOM, Leaves the original code as is  
<x-fade> 
  <img src="cool.png"> 
</x-fade> 
If we enable shadow-root: we see  
<x-fade> 
  <img src="cool.png"> 
  #shadow-root 
    <div> 
      <content select="img"> 
    </div> 
    <canvas></canvas> 
</x-fade> 



DON’T GET TOO EXCITED! L 

Shadow DOM is not supported in all browsers yet.  

Browser Support 

Polyfilling Shadow DOM is a big problem 

•  It’s a lot of code. 

•  It’s slow to indirect all the DOM API. 

•  Structures like NodeList can simply not be emulated. 

•  The Polyfill returns objects that are not actually Nodes, but Node proxies, which 
can be very confusing. 



WELCOME TO POLYMER: SHADY DOM IS BORN, 
YAY AGAIN! 
•  Polymer implementation of Shadow 

DOM: This is exactly what you get with 
Polymer. 

•  If we create the same element using 
Polymer 

<x-fade> 
  <img src="cool.png"> 
</x-fade> 
== > 
<x-fade> 
  <div> 
    <img src="cool.png"> 
  </div> 
  <canvas></canvas> 
</x-fade> 
 

•  Whats the diff? 
•  Allows you to parse SHADOW 

DOM using Polymer methods.  
•  Eg:  
var arrayOfNodes = 
Polymer.dom(x-fade).children; 



SHADOW/SHADY SUMMARY 

•  Web components require tree-
scoping for proper encapsulation. 

•  Shadow DOM is the standard that 
implements tree-scoping, but it’s not 
yet universally implemented. 

•  Polyfilling shadow DOM is hard, the 
robust polyfill is invasive and slow. 

•  Shady DOM is Polymer’s super-fast 
shim for shadow DOM that provides 
tree-scoping, but has drawbacks. 
Most importantly, one must use the 
shady DOM APIs to work with scoped 
trees. 

•  The annoying bits of shady DOM are 
exactly the reasons why shadow DOM 
needs to be native across platforms. 



POLYMER JS 

•  Library to help you create web components. 

•  Lets create a demo component. 



USING POLYMER PAPER ELEMENTS  

What are PAPER ELEMENTS? 

•  Paper elements are web components built using Polymer and Material Design as 
its CSS framework.   

•  Let add a simple Paper element to our test page 

•  Can I use Paper Elements for my application? 



BUILDING APPLICATIONS WITH POLYMER 



Building apps with Polymer experience so far: 

•  CSS Precompilers and Frameworks 

•  SASS/LESS support 
 

•  Unit testing:  
•  WCT: Mocha, Chai 
•  Integration with saucelabs 
•  TDD or BDD 
 

•  Continuous Integration:  
•  Travis is preferred CI tool 
•  For Jenkins, consider Headless Browsers (XVFB)  
•  Jenkins doesn’t provide us an out of box solution for WCT  



UI APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE WITH POLYMER 



Quick demo of Predix:  

https://predixdev.github.io/predix-ui/  

 



                              QUESTIONS? 


